
1) When did digital cameras first appear?
2) How does a digital camera work?
3) What types of digital cameras are available today?
4) How do you operate a digital camera?
5) What immediate advantage do digital cameras give?
6) What additional equipment can be used with a digital camera?
7) What various features do digital cameras have?

A Cameras have come a long way since the time of our grandparents. The days of using film 
cameras are almost gone. Even the digital camera has come far since its beginning. Now 
there are digital cameras that fit in your pocket, and there are those for use among 
professional photographers. Even the movie industry has taken to using a kind of digital 
camera for shooting films. 

B Digital cameras perform a wide range of functions. They can zoom in on an object, just like 
a film camera, but they can also zoom in digitally for an even closer shot. They can make 
the colours brighter or darker, and they can make the image sharper. They can even make 
the photo come out in black and white, for a more artistic look. 

C One great feature of a digital camera is the ability to delete unwanted photos. As soon as you 
take a photo, you can view it on the camera screen and decide if you want to keep it. If not, 
you can erase it from the camera’s memory and take another photo. It’s better than having 
the photo developed from film, which takes time and money. 

D A digital camera records an image in basically the same way as a film camera. The difference 
is that, with a film camera, a chemical process occurs to create the image. With a digital 
camera, the process is electronic. A sensor records the colours and details of an image, which 
then appear on the camera’s screen. 

E You can use a digital camera just as you would a film camera. An obvious difference is that 
with a digital camera, you don’t have to load film. You basically just point and shoot. As 
with any other camera, though, you have to use the flash in dark places, and you can adjust 
the lens to take photos from far away or up close. 

F You can attach extra lenses to digital cameras to take special pictures, just as you can with a 
film camera. Unlike film cameras, though, a digital camera also has a cable that you can use 
to attach it to a computer, to save your images for emailing and storing on your computer’s 
hard drive, or sending to a printer for easy printing. 
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